Abstract-This work proposes a method to enhance the green power demands through providing an energy source which utilizes the kinetic green energy of the vehicles in multi-level car parking building, where vehicles are already climbing when the driver looking for space to park, and then climb down to go out the building with a kinetic energy due to ground gravity. A novel mechanism has been designed to generate electric power in each individual level from the car parking building, this individuality not only would generate more energy but also simplified the system and reduce the installation cost. The simulation result shows a significant energy value which could cover the demand of the parking place from the electricity, such as lighting, ventilation, barrier gate and CCTV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hypothesis of the proposed project is based on the utilization of the kinetic energy of falling objects to convert it to electrical energy as green source. This energy is available in the multi-level car parking buildings, the work proposes a highly efficient method to use higher levels of the car parking building to generate electric energy could be cover the demand of the parking place from the electricity, or at least contribute ineffective role to supply the energy.
There are some researches addressed parts of the proposed work, so the recital of the past studies based on their relation with the main components of the proposed method as in [1] , the authors proposes a lift establishment with a three-stage rectifier, the vitality of a three-stage fundamental changes over direct current into a transport to a three-stage inverter, a threestage inductive crane drives motor, used to apply a help controller to drive a flywheel engine generator, to store the recovered vitality as inactivity in regenerated energy. In the event that the flywheel engine generator has come as far as possible speed, any proceeded with recovered vitality in a vitality dumped dissemination gadget is during times of appeal, the inertial vitality utilization put away in the flywheel engine generator to supply energy to the DC transport in the extra energy to the three-stage inverter for driving the lift engine. The control is installed in programming in a lift PC, (for example, is utilized for instance for the transportation and development control).
A force change circuit [2] is proposed, which is important to remunerate the voltage vacillation of super capacitors amid the charging and releasing, a very proficient converter topology is proposed which permits bidirectional vitality stream under delicate recompense conditions. Likewise, it offers a decent adaptability for the ideal dimensioning of the super capacitor voltage level. The common conduct of the exceptional converter is included, together with an investigation of the upsides of the specific application in association. While in [3] , the author suggests that can store vitality sparing lift recovered vitality for releasing the put away vitality amid operation. The outcome is a profoundly productive lift framework and spotlights on three routines for lift frameworks: burden leveling technique stockpiling strategy, and vitality sparing system. The specialized potential outcomes of these systems are effectively confirmed by models. With the vitality sparing system, a 31% vitality reserve funds through the utilization of nickel-metal hydride is accomplished specifically. Two sorts of vitality sparing lift with burden adjusting. vitality sparing lift [4] is proposed by Ant settlement calculation is great at understanding the discrete combinatorial advancement, its well worldwide streamlining capacity and snappy joining speed are both important to a planning algorithm.
In [5] , the author proposes a dependable, vitality proficient and high power quality lift framework. The proposed lift framework comprises of an ultra-capacitor (UC), an energy unit (FC) and a force component redress (PFC) circuit. A novel system for assuaging the force network from supplying the beginning inrush current is proposed. Energy component is utilized for the ride-through operation. Ultra-capacitor bank is utilized for putting away the recovered vitality, which makes the lift vitality productive, and in addition for giving the transient force interest of the system.
The main target of this research is to implement and improve the fallowing activities:
1. To design and build up a prototype of Self-Energized Automated Multi level Car Parking System based on the potential energy during car climbing down.
2. To simulate the system mechanism and energy calculations with Simulink Matlab.
3. To develop a control strategy on the operation of the Self-Energized Automated Multi level Car Parking System using wireless network automation system. 4. To build software to calculate, manage, and generate the energy of the freely falling vehicle mass.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Free Fall Example
The Principle of Conservation of Energy as it applies to a falling object [6] . An object held above the ground and then released will gradually convert potential energy to kinetic energy. At any time its total energy ( ) i.e. the sum of its kinetic ( ) and potential ( ) energies, is constant. At any point along its path, as it falls, the total energy is also constant. How do the kinetic energy and the potential energy vary with the vertical distance it falls?
As the object accelerates from rest (u=0) its velocity at any instant is 1 2 1 2 is proportional to t 2 .
As the object falls its decreases. At any instant the equals theinitial potential energy ( ) less the kinetic energy ( ) If the object falls a distance y then its potential energy at this point is As the object falls a distance y we can use the equation of motion To find its velocity at this point. This gives …(2), but we can substitute, giving: Fig. 1 shows the variation of kinetic and potential energy variation with respect to time and the distance of fallen.
B. Torque Equation of DC machine:
The term torque is the quantitative measure of the tendency of a force to cause a rotational motion, or to bring about a change in rotational motion. It is in fact the moment of a force that produces or changes a rotational motion [7] . Where is force in linear direction, Is radius of the object being rotated, and is the angle, the force is making with vector.
The equation of torque is given by the DC motor as we all know is a rotating machine, and torque of dc motor is a very important parameter in this concern, and it's of utmost importance to understand the torque equation of dc motor for establishing its running characteristics.
To establish the torque equation, let us first consider the basic circuit diagram of a dc motor, and its voltage equation. Fig. 2 , we can see, that if E is the supply voltage, is the back emf produced and , Ra are the armature current and armature resistance respectively then the voltage equation is given by, But keeping in mind that our purpose is to derive the torque equation of dc motor we multiply both sides of equation (10) by . Therefore,
Referring to
Now
is the power loss due to heating of the armature coil, and the true effective mechanical power that is required to produce the desired torque of dc machine is given by, The mechanical power Pm is related to the electromagnetic torque as, Where is speed in rad/sec. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUS
Referring to Fig. 3 , the car driver clim level to find space available for his veh energized as past by the car petrol, then decide to leave the parking building he n platform of the vehicle elevator which will b only with one of the two imponderable p shown in Fig. 4 , where the proposed mecha the system. The structure consists of two p each other in such a way that when the m going down the less weight one lifted up p speed of the movement is proportional with body and the gear ratio of the DC generat height of the car, which represented by lev building. The verification of the proposed metho throughout MATLAB simulation as describe translate the equations that mentioned in paragraph and evaluate the real values to energy which harvested from one dropped system from a particular level. when the driver needs to go to a belong to that level latforms which is anical structure of latform connected more weighted one proportionally, the h the mass of that tor as well as the vel of the parking od is implemented ed in Fig. 5 , which the methodology find out the net d vehicle via this s and the resultant he application is drive a rope rotates simulation result is voltage as well as simulation time is set to 3.5 (sec.) which equiva vehicle movement till it reach t The state of charge and energy storage element (Lead A seen in Fig. 7 . 
IV. CONCLUSION
In a residential accommodation and a preliminary simulation of a 2000 Kg car which climbs down 2 times per day from the 4th level parking building, we can harvest a net value of more than 0.8 of energy for each space parking. So for 50 parkingspaces, the collected energy is about 40 /floor.
For most residential building, we should remember that the parking levels start from a height more than 12 meters, because that the ground and the first levels always used commercially such as shops or services. So, according my personal statistical information, the demand of electrical energy for each level of car parking is about 10 , 20% is for lighting and the rest for ventilation, CCTV, and other consumers. This value would be reduced when using an automated system; the power could be decreased to maximum 3 per floor.
